Assignment 3

Due on 2021-03-11, 23:59 EST.

Question 1: Show one or more answers. There are no negative marks for wrong answers.

3. The function of a teacher in a classroom is to a) teach; b) monitor; c) observe; d) influence.

4. The function of a teacher in a classroom is to a) teach; b) monitor; c) observe; d) influence.

5. The function of a teacher in a classroom is to a) teach; b) monitor; c) observe; d) influence.

6. The function of a teacher in a classroom is to a) teach; b) monitor; c) observe; d) influence.

7. The function of a teacher in a classroom is to a) teach; b) monitor; c) observe; d) influence.

8. The function of a teacher in a classroom is to a) teach; b) monitor; c) observe; d) influence.

9. The function of a teacher in a classroom is to a) teach; b) monitor; c) observe; d) influence.

10. The function of a teacher in a classroom is to a) teach; b) monitor; c) observe; d) influence.

Questions 11 to 14 are not applicable to the question paper.

11. The function of a teacher in a classroom is to a) teach; b) monitor; c) observe; d) influence.

12. The function of a teacher in a classroom is to a) teach; b) monitor; c) observe; d) influence.

13. The function of a teacher in a classroom is to a) teach; b) monitor; c) observe; d) influence.

14. The function of a teacher in a classroom is to a) teach; b) monitor; c) observe; d) influence.

15. The function of a teacher in a classroom is to a) teach; b) monitor; c) observe; d) influence.

16. The function of a teacher in a classroom is to a) teach; b) monitor; c) observe; d) influence.

17. The function of a teacher in a classroom is to a) teach; b) monitor; c) observe; d) influence.

18. The function of a teacher in a classroom is to a) teach; b) monitor; c) observe; d) influence.

19. The function of a teacher in a classroom is to a) teach; b) monitor; c) observe; d) influence.

20. The function of a teacher in a classroom is to a) teach; b) monitor; c) observe; d) influence.

21. The function of a teacher in a classroom is to a) teach; b) monitor; c) observe; d) influence.

22. The function of a teacher in a classroom is to a) teach; b) monitor; c) observe; d) influence.

23. The function of a teacher in a classroom is to a) teach; b) monitor; c) observe; d) influence.

24. The function of a teacher in a classroom is to a) teach; b) monitor; c) observe; d) influence.

25. The function of a teacher in a classroom is to a) teach; b) monitor; c) observe; d) influence.

26. The function of a teacher in a classroom is to a) teach; b) monitor; c) observe; d) influence.

27. The function of a teacher in a classroom is to a) teach; b) monitor; c) observe; d) influence.

28. The function of a teacher in a classroom is to a) teach; b) monitor; c) observe; d) influence.

29. The function of a teacher in a classroom is to a) teach; b) monitor; c) observe; d) influence.

30. The function of a teacher in a classroom is to a) teach; b) monitor; c) observe; d) influence.

Questions 31 to 34 are not applicable to the question paper.

31. The function of a teacher in a classroom is to a) teach; b) monitor; c) observe; d) influence.

32. The function of a teacher in a classroom is to a) teach; b) monitor; c) observe; d) influence.

33. The function of a teacher in a classroom is to a) teach; b) monitor; c) observe; d) influence.

34. The function of a teacher in a classroom is to a) teach; b) monitor; c) observe; d) influence.